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Issue Date Reason for Change
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Admonishments

The precautionary terms used by Corning Cable Systems in its standard recommended
procedures conform to the guidelines expressed in the American National Standards Institute
document (ANSI Z235) for hazard alert messages. Alerts are included in this instruction based
on the following:

  DANGER indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if not
avoided, will result in death or serious injury.

  WARNING indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not
avoided, could result in death or serious injury.

  CAUTION indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, May
result in minor or moderate injury.
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1. PLANNING
This instruction describes installation of the OptiSheath™ Advantage UCA3-6 Multiport
Terminal to a wall or pole or in a handhole. The terminal can be ordered with a bracket kit for
installation in these applications or can be ordered without any bracket kit. Consult your
Customer Service Representative to determine the part number to order for your application.
The terminal has a fiber optic cable factory installed into one end of the terminal for splicing to
distribution cable. Again, consult your Customer Service Representative to order the length of
cable required for your application.

2. MATERIALS AND TOOLS REQUIRED

2.1 Materials

The following materials are required to install the terminal in all applications described in this
instruction:

• OptiFit preconnectorized drop cable

2.2 Tools

The following tools are required for this installation:

• The fasteners required to attach the terminal to a wall or pole are not provided and must
be purchased separately

• Wall anchors or wood screws may be required. A drill and appropriate drill bits may be
required to create a hole for the anchors.

• 12 mm combination wrench, nut driver, or socket with drive ratchet
• Corning Cable Systems’ optical cleaning kit (TKT-OTAP-CLN-001) (purchased

separately)
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OptiFit Adapter

Figure 1 — OptiSheath Advantage Terminal Carton Contents

Terminal
Cable Stub

3. CARTON CONTENTS
• OptiSheath Advantage UCA3-6 Multiport Terminal
• Mounting bracket kit (if ordered for this installation)

4. INSTALLING THE TERMINAL
Follow your engineering plan to determine the location where the terminal will be installed.

WARNING: Never look directly into the end of a fiber that may be carrying laser
light. Laser light is invisible and can damage your eyes. The iris of the eye will not close
involuntarily as when viewing a bright light. Viewing laser light directly does not cause
pain. Consequently, serious damage to the retina of the eye is possible. Should accidental
eye exposure to laser light be suspected, arrange for an eye examination immediately.

WARNING: This product is designed to meet specifications for Class 3 lasers only and
should not be used with optical fiber transmission systems containing lasers of classes for
which they have not been certified. DO NOT use magnifiers in the presence of laser
radiation. Diffused laser light can cause eye damage if focused with optical instruments.
Should accidental eye exposure be suspected, arrange for an eye examination immediately.

WARNING: Do not install this unit or work with telephone wiring during a lightning
storm. Telephone lines can carry high voltages from lightning causing electrical shock
resulting in severe injury or death.

CAUTION: The wearing of safety glasses to protect the eyes from accidental injury is
strongly recommended when using power tools.
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4.1 To Install the Terminal on a Wall or Pole

Step 1 Attach the mounting bracket to the terminal as shown in Figure 2 using a 12 mm
wrench, nut driver, or socket and the screws provided.

Step 2 Position the terminal on the wall or pole in the mounting location selected. Drill a
pilot hole or insert wall anchors, as needed. Insert appropriate fasteners through
the holes in the mounting bracket and secure the terminal to the wall (Figure 3).

Step 3 Secure the cable stub within 18 inches of the terminal. Route the terminal cable
stub to the distribution cable and splice per standard local practices.

Step 4 Manage cable slack, if any, per standard local practices.

Figure 2 — Attach Mounting Bracket Kit

Figure 3 — Install Terminal on a Wall or Pole
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4.2 To Install the Terminal in a Handhole

 Step 1 Attach the mounting bracket to the terminal as shown in Figure 4 using a 12 mm
wrench, nut driver, or socket and the screws provided.

Notice the orientation of the
tang—away from the
terminal.

Step 2 Position the terminal in the handhole with the mounting bracket tangs on either
side of the vertical mounting channel (Figure 5). Attach the bracket to the channel
with a cable tie.

Step 3 Secure the cable stub within 18 inches of the terminal. Route the terminal cable
stub to the distribution cable and splice per standard local practices.

Step 4 Manage cable slack, if any, per standard local practices.

Figure 4 — Attach Mounting Bracket Kit

Figure 5 — Install Terminal in a Handhole
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5. MATING CONNECTORIZED DROP CABLE TO THE TERMINAL
Step 1 Remove the plug from the OptiFit adapter on the terminal where the connector

will be mated (Figure 8). Clean the adapter with the Optical Cleaning Kit (TKT-
OTAP-CLN-001) (purchased separately). Follow the instructions provided with
the kit.

Step 2 Remove the protective cap from the connectorized drop cable. Clean the
connector using the Optical Cleaning Kit.

Step 3 Insert the connectorized drop cable into the OptiFit adapter. Orient the arrow on
the connector tang with the notch in the adapter.

Step 4 Screw the connectorized drop cable connecting hardware into the OptiFit adapter.

Step 5 Screw the OptiFit adapter plug into the connectorized drop cable protective cap.

Step 6 Repeat steps 1 through 5 for all connectorized drop cables.

Connectorized  
Drop Cable 
Protective Cap Adapter Plug

Align arrow on connector
tang with notch in
adapter.

Figure 6 — Mate Drop Cable to the Terminal
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6. ROUTING CONNECTORIZED DROP CABLE TO THE
SUBSCRIBER’S PREMISES

Step 1 In buried cable applications using conduit, use the eye on the protective cap of
the connectorized drop cable to pull the cable through the duct to the destination
point where the connectorized drop cable will be terminated. Ensure that you do
not exceed 100 lbf (pounds force) on the cable.

In aerial-, pole-, or wall-mount applications, secure the cable within 18 inches
the terminal and route to the subscriber’s premises per standard local practices.

Step 2 Manage the connectorized drop cable slack at the subscriber’s premises using a
slack storage device or standard local practices.

7. MATING CONNECTORIZED DROP CABLE AT THE PREMISES
Step 1 Access the network interface device (NID) at the subscriber’s premises.

Step 2 Use the Corning Cable Systems Optical Access Connector Cleaning Kit (TKT-
OTAP-CLN-001, purchased separately) to clean each adapter and connector
before mating. Follow the instructions provided with the kit.

Step 3 Mate the connectorized drop cable to an OptiFit adapter inside the NID per the
directions provided by the NID manufacturer.

Step 4 Close and secure the NID at the subscriber’s location per instructions provided by
the NID manufacturer or standard local practices.

Glossary

Acronyms

ANSI American National Standards Institute
NEC National Electrical Code
NID Network Interface Device

Terminology

Cable

An assembly of optical fibers and other material providing mechanical and environmental
protection.

Connector

A mechanical device used to align and join two fibers together to provide a means for attaching
to and decoupling from a transmitter, receiver, or another fiber (patch panel).
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Customer Service and Information

Telephone: ———————————————————————————————————
Customer Service—US or Canada:  1-800-743-2671
International: +1-828-901-5000
Fax:  +1-828-325-5060

Correspondence: ————————————————————————————————

Corning Cable Systems LLC
PO Box 489
Hickory, NC 28603-0489 USA

Product Information: ———————————————————————————————

http://www.corning.com/cablesystems

Corning Cable Systems

9275 Denton Highway
Keller, TX  87248


